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Big idea conceptual questions

An idea is great if it helps us make sense of many otherwise pointless, isolated, inert, or confusing facts. A great idea is a way to usefully see relationships, not just another piece of knowledge. This is more like a lens looking better than something additionally visible; more like a topic than the facts of the story ... A real idea doesn't end with thought to activate it. He has the power to ask questions and learn. - Grant Wiggins instead of thinking about giving content, Wiggins and McTighe argue about exploring ideas. They call for topics to be
addressed in depth rather than broad, and to explore their fundamental meaning through student-centred approaches to learning, so that students support future learning with lasting, basic knowledge and understanding. Grant Wiggins, one of the authors of Understanding by Design, explains the basic concepts, including big ideas and fundamental issues. Great ideas: Wide and abstract You can summarize one or two words of universal application during timeless represent a variety of examples, that the common traits of a conceptual lens
each study provides within the breadth of the meaning of requiring exploration can be counterintuitive or prone to misunderstanding Cover ground horizontally (across subjects) + vertically (throughout the curriculum) May be: concept, subject, ongoing discussion, viewpoint, central paradox or theory or basic hypotheses, recurring questions and/or main principles What makes the question essential? It results in a real and relevant investigation into big ideas and basic content. It triggers deep thinking, lively debate, constant investigation and
new understanding, as well as further questions. It requires students to consider alternatives, consider evidence, support their ideas, and justify their responses. This stimulates the vital, continuous rethinking of big ideas, assumptions, and previous lessons learned. It triggers meaningful relationships with previous learning and personal experiences. This, of course, is repeated, creating an opportunity for transfer in other situations and topics. You can ask important questions about the content of the course: Why should you learn x? Why
would I care? What makes studying X universal? If Module X is a story, what is the lesson of the story? What's the big idea implied by skill or process X? What greater concept, question, problem, or discussion is based on X? What can I do if I understand X? What can't I do if I don't understand x? How is X used and used in the larger world (other disciplines/workplaces)? What is real world insight x? What is the value of studying X? Revised by Moss, J. &amp; Sheridan, B. (2014). What is The Understanding of Planning and Why Should I
Use It? University of Alaska Fairbanks. The ideas that drive you and your course are great ideas debates or theories that focus on the and that you, as a teacher, may choose to put him at the center of the course. Writing action – Accounting for the business language – We study wildlife to understand ourselves What drives you to do as a teacher, a researcher, an academic? What are the basic beliefs about what you learn? These big ideas, the leaders of what you do.  The importance of these great ideas is that understanding is reason
enough to pass them on to students – it's an opportunity to shape how they make connections between the many moving parts of discipline, as well as the discipline and world they pass through every day. What an opportunity. As the great ideas drive the study, they also drive pedagogy. In fact, when big ideas drive the decisions of their teacher, the course develops cohesion that allows students to find meaning and connection between the many pieces. Think of great ideas like thesis statements that frame and organize the course content
for the sake of making sense. The great ideas come from Understanding By Design, which lists the five main features of big ideas: Give a focusing conceptual lens each study provides a breadth of meaning connecting and organizing many facts, skills, and experiences; serving as a linchpin of understanding Point ideas at the heart of expert understanding of the subject requires no coverage, because the meaning or value is rarely evident to the learner, the counterintuitive or prone to misunderstanding of high transmission value; application
of many other tests and issues over time - horizontally (across subjects) and vertically (over the years of later courses) in the curriculum and outside school (UBD, 68) Great ideas like linchpins, a small but essential tool that connects the wheel to the axis and allows you to get everything forward. The great ideas come from Understanding by Design (UBD), an approach to designing science courses that values backward design, meaning starting with the design of the course is a great idea and working backwards through learning outcomes,
evaluations, activities and lessons.  With this process, big ideas are integrated into the course at several levels and stages. Students then work on exploring the great idea and its complexity by passing through the course and using the idea that relationships between everything they do. The challenge for you as a teacher (also known as a designer of student learning) is to choose some great ideas and allow this focus to help you make decisions about what to prioritize as you build your course. You probably have great ideas about both the
content of your course and your pedagogy – both of which need to be directed and built when you build the course. Remember that big ideas like about what you miss, like what you miss. Choosing which is most important for you is your way of creating learning priorities and not trying to teach the whole field in one go. Keep in mind that big ideas are yours and that students can bring their own big ideas when they enter the class – especially in top-level courses.  Students will have their own framework to understand and prioritize content,
their own approaches to the material and its integration with what they already know and value. Your big idea connected everything to you. Invite students to create their own relationships. Then invite their big ideas to your class to open up the mani scale — there are many great ideas that we can apply to the same material. The Understanding by Design Egg is a visual representation of how you can prioritize content for your course. Great ideas are the ones that all students need to work on during the course. Since the essence of the
course, it should be directed and incorporated into the design of each stage. A great idea for understanding by Design is that knowing where to go will help you get there: Backward Design.  This approach is particularly popular and effective for online learning, which typically requires a teacher to have more semesters before planning work than a face-to-face class. Some have anamnesis because it's hard to know where you're going before you know who's going with you (your students) and what they want to do (your big ideas). These are
legitimate concerns. Start with the big ideas, but be flexible. Big ideas need to be flexible and change over time. Build space for the course for this change and students to get great ideas. Maybe someone who doesn't start is a great idea. Maybe I had a task that worked very well the other day, taught this course and decided that you would like to build around it. That's great! In all likelihood, this task is a great idea (or more) in it, and you can uncover that idea as you build. You don't have to start with the big idea, but don't dismiss it too
quickly. Students understand better when there is something there that helps them connect materials to each other and in the context around them. Kirkpatrick, M., Aboutabl, M., Bernstein, D., &amp; Simmons, S. (2015). Backward planning: An integrated approach to system design.  Article 46(2) of the ACM shall be replaced by the following: New York, NY: ACM.   Tsai, C. (2015).  Applying the backward design design process teach English as a foreign language wording imitation strategies instruction. Modern Journal of Language
Teaching Methods. Vol. 5, No. 4. Wiggins, G., &amp; McTighe, J. (2005). Understanding the Design (2nd ed.). Alexandria, VA: Association supervision and curriculum development. Grant Wiggins, co-author of Understanding by Design, explains the framework and role of The Great Ideas.   Great literature explores the universal themes of human existence and can explore truths through fiction. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________The,
climate and natural resources of the region influence the culture, economy and way of life of its
inhabitants. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________1.
Great idea – Lasting understanding to identify a lasting understanding of what you want students to get out of this activity for years to come? A lasting understanding of the: PATTERN OF FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONSHow do stories in other places and times relate to our current lives?  ____________________________________________What is the best way to show (or represent) _______? How else can this be represented? _____________________________________________How it affect where we live? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What questions will students understand? Grant Wiggins &amp; Jay McTighe (2005) provides these guidelines for writing basic questions: a. Open-end answer (not true false, yes/no, or you choose) b. indisputable c. focus on the topic d. Recur e. Ask more questions - makes you say: Hmm! f. PROVIDES ORGANIZATIONAL PURPOSE OF LEARNING g. QUESTIONS COMPREHENSIVE OR TOPICAL? See Questions Starters and Tips for Using Basic Issues to Understand by Design Posted Below. posted on May 1, 2013, 2:09 p.m. by
Anne René Elsbree The paper also posted on the website. post ed Dec 14, 2012, 11:05 a.m. by Anne René Elsbree [updated Jan 31, 2013, 11:20] Grant Wiggins &amp; Jay McTighe (2005) provides a page on tips for using a fundamental issue of understanding by Design (p. 121). posted Sep 16, 2012, 10:48 a.m. by Anne René Elsbree [ updated December 14, 2012, 10:49 ] Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe (2005) have a list of basic questions starters based on six aspects of the understanding page 120 in Understanding By Design.Please
review the tool to help you write basic questions. Issues.
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